
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
consumer insights manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for consumer insights manager

Assist in driving Organizations understanding of External Environment and
ensuring relevant trends are driven into appropriate Project Agendas
Ensure the appropriate cost/value relationships in the data acquired, the
research executed, the analysis performed
Represent the Voice of the Consumer with full mastery on how to identify and
deeply understand brand target consumers to drive stronger connection to
our brands and build brand foundations (Vision, Mission, and Strategic
Pillars.)
Conduct strategic studies and higher level analytics to better understand the
category and competitive environment and optimize spending decisions
Steward for all testing practices and protocols supporting Innovation Pipeline
development, Product Commercialization and Renovation
Ensure the capture of brand/category knowledge and creation of institutional
knowledge
Conduct primary research to gauge brand health and inform internal users
Create brand point-of-view using research pertaining to product, retail
channels, direct-to-consumer marketing, partnership and licensing
opportunities, and strategic corporate decisions
Develop consumer marketing for key initiatives, promotions, marketing
calendar creation tied to consumer needs
Support the local Country Review and European Portfolio Planning Process
with Cluster specific issues and opportunities derived from insight & analysis

Example of Consumer Insights Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for consumer insights manager

Key areas of input include contributing to key elements of the Marketing
Excellence process to define brand opportunities and consumer targets,
guide decisions on which commercials to produce and air, and guide
decisions on how to optimize new product development and determine
whether or not to pursue specific new product opportunities
Contribute to the development of annual research plans and budgets to
ensure that market research efforts support business objectives
Negotiate favorable pricing and timing on a per project basis
Professional, proactive, collaborative, entrepreneurial
Applicants for this position should have knowledge of forecasting and
statistical analyses, experience with building and improving databases, and
developing dashboards for executive use
We are looking for someone with the ability to provide forecasting and
statistical analyses about the future of our TV business and video
consumption


